
October 2016 Guidance Lessons: 
 

 

Grade 5:  Can’t we all just get along?  This guidance lesson was focused on ways we can get along with one 

another.  The class watched a quick Video and completed a handout about what to do and what not to do to 

others.  Students were put into groups and given a statement to role play.  A follow up activity will be 

next on the agenda… 
 

Grade 4:  Can’t we all just get along?  This guidance lesson was focused on ways we can get along with one 

another.  The class watched a quick Video and completed a handout about what to do and what not to do to 

others.  Students were put into groups and given a statement to role play.  A follow up activity will be 

next on the agenda… 
 

Grade 3:  A lesson on feeling left out and the magic of friendship.  In the spirit of Halloween, we 

read Bone Soup, by Cambria Evans.  Each class completed an art activity in which they made Bone 

Soup with their own magical recipe.      

 

Grade 2:  A lesson on feeling left out and the magic of friendship.  In the spirit of Halloween, we 

read Bone Soup, by Cambria Evans.  Each class completed an art activity in which they made Bone 

Soup with their own magical recipe.      

 

Grade 1:  We read: Howard B. Wigglebottom Learns We Can All Get Along, by Howard Binkow, followed by 

classroom discussion.  A handout was done to demonstrate what students can do to get along with one 

another.  A coloring sheet with the story’s motto was sent home  

 

Kindergarten:  We read: Howard B. Wigglebottom Learns We Can All Get Along, by Howard Binkow, followed by 

classroom discussion.  A handout was done to demonstrate what students can do to get along with one 

another.  A coloring sheet with the story’s motto was sent home   

 
 

 


